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Topic: Issues relating to poverty
Q) Discuss how the poverty line computed by the Rangarajan group is different from that
of earlier groups’ formulae. (200 Words)

EPW
Ans:
The government of India has constituted various committess in the past to estimate
this poverty line. The most recent among them, the Rangarajan committee, has
proposed a methodology that has three main components - food, non-food essential
items and miscellanous behaviourally determined items. Some important differences
from its predecessors are:
1. Separate requirements for rural and urban poor: The Poverty Line Basket is a
collection of goods and services deemed essential for survival. Rangarajan
Committee reverted to the earlier practice of having separate PLBs for the rural and
urban poor.
2. Emphasizing nutrition: it reflects the now accepted notion that a balanced
nutrition with adequate protein and fats is more important than simple provision of
calories.
3. Extending the calculations to include clothing, transport and rent.
4. Instead of a per-capita emphasis, Rangarajan focus on a family unit of five. This is
better because certain costs get aggregated and reduced (like rent, electricity, etc)
when born by the family unit.
5. Use of consumption data rather than price indices
Although not part of the methodology, a key recommendation of the Committee is
to disengage the poverty line from determining entitlements under various schemes.
Each programme focusing on a particular kind of deprivation must choose the
criterion most appropriate for it.
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Topic: mechanisms, laws, institutions and Bodies constituted for the protection
and betterment of vulnerable sections; Also, Paper-1 – Indian society
Q) In India, the inter-state migrants whose number is very large, face numerous
problems in accessing government services or in being part of democratic processes such
as electoral process. Critically examine major social, economic and political problems
these migrants face and government’s response in addressing these problems. (200
Words)

Article:http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/notice-on-votingrights-for-interstate-migrants/article6782430.ece
Ans:The number ofinterstate migrants are staggering high in the country. Migration
can be seenin the context of fulfilling the people’s aspiration while looking at the
vastdisparities that exist in the today’s society.The provision ofsingle citizenship
along with other fundamental rights in our constitution hasbeen laid down so that
people from different regions can migrate to any placefor any purpose across the
country. But the migrants face problems on three
major fronts which are social, economic and political.
Social:
1) Thedistinct identity of migrated people creates a kind of isolation for them. The
country has already various numbers of ethnic, linguistic and cultural groups.
2) Themigration brings more changes in their original identity, so they feel isolated
at their native place too.
3) Theyneed to adopt many local customs to reap the many social benefits and feel
themselves the part of same society.
4) Thereis possible struggle of dominance and conflict is inevitable in more than one
waysin case of local population feeling any disrespect of their norms in the
society.
5) Therampant migration has caused many problems in cities and towns of
sanitation,
unorganized way of living (like slums), health problems.
Economic:
1) Thepeople migrate for the purpose of better livelihood from their native place. It
brings more competition in economic opportunity.
2) Thecheap labor provided by migrated people also creates problem for native of
that
place.
3) Theyare mostly involved in unorganized sector and deprived of many economic
benefits
as are provided to people of organized sector and white collar job.
4) Thelack of knowledge and information make them vulnerable to their employer.
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5) The benefits accrued by the government will not be availed by them in the form of
food,fuel or any other subsidy due to lack of proof. They are exploited by local
officials.
Political:
1) Theyare not able to get any political benefits due to lack of local identity proof.
2) Theirconcerns are not addressed by political masters as they are not able to
franchise their voting rights.
3)Theyneither go to vote at their native place to meet their political obligation in
the democratic process. Thus it is a kind of denial of democratic right as they
cannot go just to vote and stopped working. And their problems are not
addressed politically.
4) Theissue of migration sometimes creates violence due to provocative stand taken
by
politicians as in case of Assam and North-East. The regional politiciansmanipulate
the situation for their own benefit and try to play the majoritarianpolitics and create
violent atmosphere and instill fear among migrants ashappened in case of
Maharashtra and Bangalore.
The government has taken various steps to ensure the above problems:
1) Asthe migration is prevalent from less developed area to more, the people need to
be provided at their native place with better economic opportunity. MGNREGA,
and MSME have helped immensely in preventing rampant migration.
2) Theregularization of unauthorized colony and slums in urban area has provided
themmany benefits like water-supply, electricity etc.
3) Thecheap food programme like Antyodaya Anna Yojana and the IAY also helped
in
controlled migration.
4) Thestrict vigilance of law and order agency has helped in creating fearless
atmosphere and those who play the migration issue for their interest has been
sidelined by the society at large.
5) TheAadhar can be a solution for all India proof and verification of the individual
to provide government policy and program benefits.
6) Thee-ballot voting or proxy voting can be a solution of the migrated people.
7) Theawareness campaign of government through media, ADVERTISEMENT, radio
has mademany programs successful.
Thus the governmenthas taken some of the steps and need to take more measures to
ensure betterintegration of society, equitable justice where there is no discrimination
facedby any one and none is deprived of basic rights.
GS 2

Topic: India and its neighborhood- relations
Q) Some foreign policy experts argue that Indonesia qualifies as India’s critical strategic
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partner in the region. But in recent months it is being observed that Indonesia is forging
close relationship with China rather than with India. Critically analyse why.

Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/shyam-saran-distantneighbours-115011301370_1.html
Ans: Indonesia bears a great strategic importance for india. After myanmar;
Indonesia can be considered a gateway for india to establish strategic significance in
distant south east asia. But growing intimacy between china and Indonesia and
China's policy to expand its strategic influence in distant persian gulf areas and
africa along with indian ocean shows comcern for india. Some of the reasons for
degrading relationship between india and Indonesia are--Lombok strait
------------The naval exercises of china here in cooperation with Indonesia is a matter of
concern for india. It is connecting link between java sea and indian sea.
Natuna islands
------------The strategic chances of resolving dispute here between china and Indonesia brings
the both countries closer.
Hainan island
------------The improvements in this island by china and its importance to Indonesia brings the
both country closer.
Economic influence
-----------The newly established asian infrastructure bank sponsored by china paves a new
way for fund to Indonesia from china.
Maritime expectation of Indonesia
----------------The intention of Indonesia to become maritime power axix in world is seen to be
fulfilled by China's policy of constructing maritime silk route.
Solutions
---------1/ india can make an initiative with Australia as Indonesia bears strategic
importance for Australia to lessen the gap between india and Indonesia.
2/ Through smart diplomacy india can cooperate with US and japan to counter the
influence of china in Indonesia.
3/ india can strengthen naval exercises and maritime policy with Indonesia through
dialogue process.
4/ india can form joint intelligence group with Indonesia regarding jihadist; a
common threat to both; which will bring them closer.
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Thus; an attempt has been made to evaluate the relationship between india and
indonesia.

Topic: Bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements; Important
International institutions
Q) “The US shale oil and gas production is likely to play a greater role in keeping Russia
at bay rather than Nato troops on Europe’s borders.” Examine. (200 words)

Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/daniel-gros-therussian-threat-runs-out-of-fuel-115011601338_1.html
Ans: Russian Miltary Might :: Even after collapse of USSR in 1990s, Russian Military
strength is still mighty even today. They posses a large stock of nuclear weapons,
which act as active deterrence to west in times of tension. Though Russia remained
silent in early 1990s however in recent years Russia has increasing contesting
NATO,EU expansion in eastern europe. West led by USA sees reemergence of
Russia on international front as major challenge to their hegemony. Recently Russia
annexed crimean peninsula, which further enhanced its tension with west. NATO is
making military bases all across eastern europe to encircle and counter Russia.
However this strategy has hardly been able to deter Russia.
Importance of Oil for Russia: Russian Heavily dependant on on Oil and Gas since
USSR era. Manufacturing or other avenues of economy except defence
manufacturing are not developed in Russia. In recent months Oil prices are tumbling
in global markets due to over production. Recent discovery of Shale Oil in US is also
a contributing factor for cheaper oil globally. Shale producers are not profitable even
below 60 dollar per barrel, so they are not reducing production. Tumbling Oil prices
are seriously hampering Russian Revenues. So economic hardships are being
observed across Russia, like high inflation, unemployment etc.
Conclusion : although NATO militarily was not able to prevent Russian reemergence
(like it couldn't prevent annexation of crimea) however US Cheap Shale Oil and Gas
is putting serious challenge to Russian.
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Topic: Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre and
States and the performance of these schemes;
Q) India’s small and marginal farmers have been facing variety of problems thanks to
various factors ranging from climate to policy matters. Examine these major problems,
their cause and also evaluate government’s interventions to address these problems.
(200 Words)

The Hindu
Ans:
Indian farmers especially small and marginal are under great stress.it is being
revealed from from NSSO 70th round findings ,which estimated more than 50% of
farm households in debts,farm holdings of 90% shrinking to less than 2
hectares.most worringly most findings have deteriorated even from previous ms
swaminathan report on national commission on farmers.
major problems associated with vulnerability of marginal farmers include1)flawed aspects of green revolution(a)regional disparity- targeted assistance to only selective regions nw india,coastal
andhra etc
(b)social disparity- institutional help for credit,bore well etc was availed by rich
farmers only.
(c) agricultural disparity- overemphasis on only selected crops ruined traditional
crops such as millet.
2)failure of land reforms- petty politics and loopholes in land ceiling act never
allowed proper land reforms except kerala.
3)very low penetration of institutional financial credit in rural areas, in fact priority
sector lending has neither benefited farmers nor banks,higher chunk being
appropriated by rich farmers,besides heavy corruption keeps needy at bay.
4)market reform failure- role of middlemen not decreasing even after adoption of
model APMC act making farmers much vulnerable.
5)not proper diversification of agriculture-though adoption of rainbow revolution
did envisioned overall development but in absence of market exposure,food
processing infrastructure they have not impacted small farmers on large scale.
6)vagaries of monsoon- over 60% of indian agriculture dependent on monsoon.
Govt has attempted several approaches specially targeting marginal farmers such as
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1)financial schems- (a)criteria of priority sector lending by banks(b)subsidies on
diesel,kerosene,drip irrigation,farm machinery etc
2)employment generation - such as IRDP, SGSY,MNREGA act etc
3)institutional structure for agriculture development
(a)Funding for research via ICAR, state agriculture university.
(b)national plans such as -drought prone area development programme, rashtriya
krishi vikas yojna, national mission on sustainable agriculture etc
(c)personalized help- soil testing, phone based technical guidance etc.
The dismal state of farmers depicts failure of schemes, major overhaul is agriculture
sector is need of hour, governments approach towards establishing a grand alliance
between farmers, market and credit institutions is must not only for farmers but also
food security and robust economy of country.

Topic: Issues relating to development and management of Social Sector/Services
relating to Education
Q) The Annual Status of Education Report (ASER), 2014, says only an average 48.1 per
cent of Class V children across India can read a Class II-level text. From your own
experience of school days, or from observations you might have made in your
surroundings, critically comment on the reasons behind such low levels of learning
outcomes in Indian schools. (200 Words)

The Hindu
Ans:
Both public and private school enrollment has increased sgnificantly around the
country but, as the report by ASER points out, learning levels have remanined
stubbornly low. Even though children are moving up the grade they fail to master
the grade-level conpetencies they are expected to; like the report says - “only an
average 48.1 per cent of Class 5 children across India can read a Class 2-level text”.
This could be attributed to a number of factors:
1. Lack of qualified teachers - owing to the political pressure many government
schools have regularised the contract teachers who were not qualified otherwise.
2. Size of class - An ideal teaching ration should be 1:30 but in private schools it can
go as high as 1:70! hence teachers are unable to pay attention to students
indivisually.
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3. Poor pedagogy and curriculum which stresses more on rote-learning then
conceptual understanding. Teachers are pressurised to cover the syallabus rather
than help students learn.
4. India does not follow TaRL (Teaching at the Right Level) system and students are
given classes based on their age and not their calibre and learning capabilities.
5. With a removal of board exams till class X and even regular examinations from
many schools there is no student evaluation going on. Hence students do not learn
and still end up moving to higher grades.
What needs to be done:
1. Setting up of quality teachers training insitution all over India for capacity
building of staff. Proposed Madan mohan malviya teachers training insititute is a
good step in this direction.
2. Government should be ready to invest more in education sector to build
infrastructre and hire more qualified teachers tpobring down the teacher-pupil ratio
of a 1:30.
3. Curriculum should be updated and stress of TaRL should be given.
4. Continuous and Comprehensive evaluation (CCE) which restructures testing
practices is a good move in the direction to ensure a systematic evaluation. Teachers
should be given freedom to refine and customise this based on curriculum.
Whatever method of evaluation is used, a rigrous evaluation of it is needed to ensure
that it is working.
5. More community participation is required - like IIT students who go to nearby
villages to teach science and maths and to keep a check on teacher's attendance and
other infrastructural issues.
6. an equally important expect is that teaching should be promoted as a good career
option so that talent should be attracted in this field

Topic: Salient Features of Representation of People Act; Constitutional Bodies ;
Important aspects of Governance; Indian Diaspora
Q) Write a note on recent efforts by the government to bring NRIs into the electoral
process. Does this move deepen democracy in our country in any way? (150 Words)

The Hindu
Ans
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A democracy is always defined by the freedom enjoyed by the people in selecting
their leaders.The makers of the constitution understood it clearly and included it in
the Fundamental Rights.
Prior to 2010,one who resides within the domestic boundaries of the country could
only vote.However,an excellent measure via Section 20A ,RPA was taken in 2010 by
which an NRI migrated temporarily for offIcial or other reasons could cast his
vote.But,the voter needed to be physically present in India to cast his vote.This
somewhat lowered the institution of legislature.
Recent measures by the Govt include:
1)The Election commisSion in collaboration with MEA,Law Ministry etc proposes to
Amend article 20A, RPA,2010 by which the voter need not be physically present
2)Options of E-Ballot,Postal Ballot taken into consideration.
Critics claim that only people influenced by the domestic factors and whose vote
deters their functioning be allowed to vote.However,its a flawed claim in this
century of Cross-Border migration with Job & Educational aspirations on the rise.
Many countries have adopted this measure already."Better late than never",this
move will surely deepen our democracy via
1)More Citizen participation in deciding their future
2)Higher voter turnout thereby strengthening the democratic setup
3)Create a sense of responsibilty among Leaders who wish to stand for election as
their rule will be viewed globally by the Indian Diaspora.
4)Instill a sense of Belongingness towards the nation

Topic: Issues relating to development and management of Social Sector/Services
relating to Education, Human Resources.
Q) The latest ASER report has revealed that the proportion of children in Class III who
can read at least words is just over half in government schools – but nearly 80 per cent in
private schools. Why do you think government schools perform poorly compared to
private schools? Critically examine. (200 Words)

Business Standard
Ans:
India has universal acclaim with its rich education system rooted in Institutions like
Nalanda University and Takshashila. India is one of the fastest growing economies
in the world,yet a third of the world's illiterates are found here.Private
institutions(even in rural areas) fared higher than Government ones resulting in
unequal growth throughout the country.
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Considering this sad situation the Government successfully increased the enrollment
rates through an expansion based policy which included
1)Flagship programes like Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan,Mid Day Meal etc
2) Allocation of More funds towards Budget
3)Right to Education and Establishing Bal Kendras,Bal Bhavans etc
Inspite of such marvellous efforts performance of Governemnt schools continued to
decrease because:
1)Though more funds were allocated in the Budget,it never reached the schools due
to complex levels of tapism and Corruption involved
2)Lack of basic needs like water,electricity and Sanitation
3) Poor teacher-student ration due to Inadequate salary,Inefficient staff in
administration etc
4)Lack of motivation,longstanding neglect,Inefficient public financing increased the
problems.
Literacy is one of the basic indicators in determining HDI of a country.Bangladesh
faring than India(in HDI) adds to the problems.Still,there is light at the end of the
dark tunnel.With learning lessons from Kerala and Himachal pradesh,Increasing
Awareness,proper incentives and accountabilty,our country can progress in
achieving its dream of a fully literate one soon

Topic: Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre and
States and the performance of these schemes
Q) It is now argued by some economists that the forced lending to agriculture has not
only resulted in a sharp expansion of credit to the farm sector, but also in indebtedness of
a kind that demands periodic debt waiver and relief schemes at the expense of bank
balance sheets and productive investment. Do you agree with this perception? Critically
comment. (200 Words)

Frontline
Ans:
"Priority sector lending policy" mandated nearly 18% of lending to farm related
activities. It is intended to improve the situation of 60% of our population because of
their reliance on agriculture. Populist policies of successive coalition governments,
further, started providing loan waivers to agricultural loans.
This in turn is creating an attitude of "non compliance" among the farmers in
repaying the debt. Our farmers started waiting for another spell of loan waiver by
the government. The SARFAESI act which is intended for loan recovery is not
applicable to farming community. This in turn increased the NPA's at banks to 3.5%
in recent times. This particular trend is not healthy for our economy.
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Even though this mandated lending is aimed at reaching farmers, there are many
diversions in it- while it is being executed. Its impact is limited only to a few big
farmers because of lack of bank accounts small and marginal farmers in rural areas
are still depending upon private money lenders.
According to NSSO data, nearly more than half of our farmers are trapped in private
debt. the intended outcome of priority lending is, thus, limited to certain level but
this in turn is eroding bank's capacity to offer finances to other productive sectors
like industries due to lack of available money with them.
In order to get rid of these problems, financial inclusion is to be extended into rural
areas. A clear policy on loan waivers is to be established to impart a sense of
discipline in financial sector. Consolidation of banking sector and reduction in
statutory reserves can also facilitates healthy resources to other productive sectors

Topic: India and its neighbourhood- relations.
Q) In the light of recent economic and political development in Sri Lanka,
critically examine the new opportunities and challenges that India might find in
its southern neighbour. (200 Words)
Business Standard
Ans:
The recent political development in Sri Lanka is the change in government following
general elections- the defeat of Rajapakshe and Sirisena becoming the president. The
recent economic developments in Sri Lanka are the competition between India and
China for investing in Sri Lankan economy, energy security and port development.
In the light of these new developments, let us examine the opportunities and
challenges for India in Sri Lanka.
Opportunities:
1. The previous Lankan government followed a blatant pro-China policy. India too,
under political and moral pressure, could not support a government with history of
war crimes in UN resolutions. This marked a low point in India- Sri Lanka relations.
Now the new government which leans towards India provides an opportunity for
betterment of our bilateral relations.
2. The increased Chinese presence near Indian coast was an security threat for India.
The new government planning to cancel the port development and military arms
deals with China is a welcome development.
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Challenges:
1. The new government refuses to implement 13th amendment, to give equal
opportunities to minorities and to demilitarise Tamil-majority north and eastern
provinces. This will be a challenge for India while assisting Sri Lanka towards
normalcy and peace.
2. India as to resolve its fishermen issue at the earliest.
3. With deep pockets and competitive prices, China may try to woo the new
government for new economic and military deals. India should counter this and be
wary of Chinese presence near its coast.
Thus the new economic and political developments in Srilanka provides us with a
vast opportunity to renew a plummeting relationship and contribute for
development of Sri Lanka, which we must make best use of. But at the same time we
should be vary of the challenges accompanying it.

Topic: Functions and responsibilities of the Union and the States, issues and
challenges pertaining to the devolution of powers and finances up to local levels and
challenges therein; Paper – 1: Social empowerment
Q) “The Rajasthan Panchayati Raj (Second Amendment) Ordinance, 2014 is a major
setback to the constitutional mandate of ensuring gender equality in panchayati
governance.” Critically comment. (200 Words)

The Hindu
Ans:
Gender equality has been one of the most important unfulfilled aspects for the
country since independence. However with steps like the one taken by Rajasthan
government makes it more difficult to achieve gender equality.
The Rajasthan government have decided to make educational qualifications a criteria
for fighting sarpanch(class VIII) and zila parishad(clas X) elections. With the state
already lacking in female literacy this will deprive several women from contesting
elections further increasing gender inequality.
Women among the marginalized sections tend to lose even greater who have a high
proportion of illiteracy among them. In this way it will also lead to class inequality
among the society.
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This way Government will even find it difficult to fill the reserved seats for women
because of high illiteracy. It can result in reduced efficiency in governance. This
exclusion of women from the politics will further reduce women related issues in the
mainstream and it will lead to less focus on the women making it a vicious cycle.
Moreover its ethical values and understanding of local issues which helps in
governance more than educational certificates which can be obtained via illegal
means also.
Although this idea of increasing literacy is good but the timing and way of its
introduction stands wrong. Rather a long term plan to implement this after 20-30
years could have been launched with initial focus on providing education to all
without bias. This could have acted as an motivation for masses to receive education.

Topic: Issues relating to development and management of Social Sector/Services
relating to Health, Education, Human Resources.
Q) “In India, property rights are presumably sacrosanct in capitalism, but evidently this
does not apply to a farmer’s right to his or her land.” In the light of recent events related
to land rights, critically comment on the statement. (200 Words)

The Hindu
Ans:
The right to property in India is a legal right provided to every citizen in india under
article 300-a of constitution and since independence it had been, many times, the
matter of discussion that how to implement this.
The constitution makers had given importance to the fact that the property rights
should take care of people who are at the bottom of pyramid equally but even after
six decades, the property rights of farmers are not in their hands.
The LARR Act, 2013 came into effect after huge rounds of discussion and tried to
provide a solution but the recent ordinance overlooked such provisions which are 1. earlier the acquisition of multi cropped agricultural land was ruled out but now
this disappeared.
2. there is no provision for any livelihood option provided for them besides small
compensation.
3. the social impact assessment was introduced in 2013 act to bring in notice the
social and cultural affect of acquisition but by increasing the exemption list it has
been virtually removed.
4. the owners' consent of 80%in case of private company project and 70% in case of
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PPP project was also removed to make the acquisition faster.
5. the subjects in list exempted from the laws of ordinance has also been increased.
It is clear from the provisions that while the properties rights in capitalism are
secured, the rights that of farmers are further diluted making them vulnerable in the
hands of capitalists.

Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed and developing countries
Q) The United States’ offer to normalise relations and lift the economic embargo imposed
in 1960 is perceived as a victory for Cuba. Critically examine why. (200 Words)

Frontline
Ans:
The US embargo on Cuba finds its root in the cold war between US and Russia
which led to Cuban missile crises and the embargo. The relations between US and
this small nation which is 90 miles away from Florida were in pre cold war state
even when US ended cold war with Russia in 1991.
The recent announcement about lifting of embargo is a very good sign of maturity in
the leadership of two countries who are now being perceived as moving towards a
more amicable future.
• Implications of restrictions
American economic embargo hurt ordinary Cubans, reducing their living standards,
without damaging
Cuban elites. The embargo kept alive the flames of leftism in Latin America, creating
a rallying cry for anti-imperialists.
• Major relaxations
US will ease restrictions on remittances, travel and banking. Cuba will allow more
Internet access and release Cubans identified political prisoners by the United States.
Though the embargo will remain in place, the US president called for an “honest and
serious debate about lifting” it, which would require an act of US Congress.
• Implications of relaxations
Two clauses the are sure shot boost to the Cuban Economy one is the approval for
limited import for Cuban cigars and alcohols in US markets and the higher
remittance limits i.e. Cuban american would be able to send $ 2000 annually to their
homes in Cuba, which is a major source of income of large Cuban families.
Currently on the surface it looks like a win situation for Cuba which suffered a lot
due to economic embargo. But true implications of would only be seen when there
will be a complete embargo removal. Only time could reveal the vested interests of
US which are hard to comment on, apart from good will gesture of a super power
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who looks determined to “cut loose the shackles of the past” and sweep aside one of
the last vestiges of the Cold War.

Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed and developing countries on
India’s interests
Q) Not withstanding recent economic crisis, Russia under Putin has witnessed resurgence
in both the economic and geo-political front. Assess the factors that were responsible for
this resurgence. (200 Words)

Business Standard
Ans:
Resurgence of Russia under Putin : Factors responsible
1) Economic Resurgence : Blocked by west, but Russia acquired enough resilience to
face nd stand. West imposed stricter sanctions after Ukrainain crises, however
Russia is finding alternative avenues under Putin leadership, who is a gr8 nationalist
leader probably most important after Stalin. Some of his efforts to cope with western
economic sanctions are :
- Chinese cooperation, SCO.
- Central Asia economic cooperation with Kazakh, Kryz. even forming eurasian
economic union (EEU).
- Increased dependence on Oil nd gas.
- Reciprocating sanctions on west. So stopping supply of Gas to west. Hence west
especially europe is facing heat.
- Closer partership with Turkey (a NATO Ally), pakistan in economic terms
- India as long term all weather frnd, so gud for Russian defence industry.
- BRICS.
2) Geo political front :
- Emerging Sino- Russian axis.--- common stand on Syria, Iran etc
- Russia is now even more aggressively looking to confront NATO expansion on its
western frontiers. Like annexed Crimea.
Conclusion : There is a limit, beyond which u can't pressurize some one.West was
pressurising Russia beyond dat limit so resurgence z inevitable.
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Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed and developing countries on
India’s interests,
Q) Critically examine why the Kerry-Lugar-Berman Act (KLB) has been contentious issue
between India and USA. Also critically comment on the Act. (200 Words)

The Hindu
Ans:
Kerry-Lugar-Berman Act (KLB) which is also known as The Enhanced Partnership
with Pakistan Act of 2009 is an act that authorizes release of 1.5 billion USD each
year as non-military aid to Government of Pakistan from 2010 to 2014. It
significantly increase the civil aid given to the country compared to the previous
aids given. The Act requires the US administration to certify that Pakistan is
“cooperating with the United States in counter-terrorism efforts" against the like of
Haqqani Network, Taliban and Al Qaeda, and other domestic and foreign terrorist
organizations”.
• Criteria and Contention
The U.S. insisted on effort to combat al Qaeda and Taliban but "not insist that
Pakistan shut down its support for all militant groups including and those groups
operating in India and Kashmir, the amount and ineffectiveness of aid donated
between 2002 and 2008 (11.2 billion USD, of which 8 billion USD was militarily
related) more money will not solve the issue. The US house of representatives'
foreign relation committee has already proposed defunding the Act. India has been
very vocal about these ineffectiveness and criteria for not including all the terror
organization which find Pakistan's soil as safe heavens and operate against India.
• Certification vs Waivers
The basis for the release of the Aid is certification from US to the Pakistan
government that it is complying with the norm laid down in the Act to curb spread
of terrorism from its soil. For releasing the funds, the US administration needed a
certification or a national interest waiver. US has issued full certification only in 2011
in other year it employed the national interest waiver to continue with the Aid. This
clearly goes against the motives with which Act was conceived. So funds are not at
all channelized through the KLB act. India has raised concerns about this way
functioning as it invokes undue confidence in Pakistan in term of their relationship
with US.
• Accountability and Diversion of Funds
India has strongly put up its concern about the possibility that Pakistan may be
diverting resources towards combat operations on its eastern border as deployment
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of its troops on any other side makes it redundant.
Evident from various reports about misappropriation of fund since 2002 India
endorses an accountable method of providing Aid to Pakistan.
Topic: Important International institutions, agencies and fora- their structure,
mandate.
Q) To what extent do you blame NATO and EU expansionism vis-a-vis Russian resurgence
for the eruption of Cold war 2.0? (200 Words)

The Hindu
Ans:
After the disintegration of erstwhile USSR, a large no. of political thinkers hoped for
a "global village". But sadly their expectation remained a chimera . NATO & EU
expansion are largely to be blamed for this newly evolving COLD WAR 2.0..
1. NATO ,despite the disappearance of WARSAW Pact, has existed & its gradually
spreading its tentacles.
2. Due to the increasing presence of NATO along the eastern border of Russia, the
later is ostensibly feeling vulnerable.
3. Also entry of Baltic countries like Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia are scuttling Russian
dream of establishing the grand "Eurasian economic union".
4. The sanctions of EU on Russia, are making these inclusions more bitter for the
latter. EU is the largest oil & natural gas customer of the Russia.
5. It will also deter the Moscow's hegemony on the neighbouring nations.
6. Thus as per the theory of "Prisoner's dilemma", Russia is also behaving in more
aggressive manner. Annexation of Crimea & continuous interference in eastern
Ukraine are aggravating the situation.
7. The sanctions on Moscow is also not auguring well for India ,as it is paving way
for defence partnership between Pakistan- Russia.
Thus after 23 years of apparent detente, it seems cold war has again revived. Its
imperative for the involving nation to shun hubris & play more constructive role.

Topic: Bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements
Q) “The admission of Lithuania into the single currency bloc of Euro represents a
landmark of sorts.” Critically analyse the geopolitical significance of this event. (200
Words)

The Hindu
Ans:
The recent economic crisis in Russia, Russia’s annexation of Crimea and the
proactive steps taken by the Lithuanian government to reduce its dependence on
Russian gas by procuring gas from Norway and building floating LPG terminals
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have been the primary motivations behind Lithuania’s decision to join the Eurozone,
even though the group has been experiencing a financial crisis.
Lithuania’s move holds wider geopolitical implications in the sense that it was
previously a Soviet state and Russia has long considered the Baltic countries as
under its natural sphere of influence. These countries have also served as important
buffer zones against NATOs expansionism towards Russia. In this backdrop,
Russia’s recent military exercise in Kaliningrad can be seen as an attempt to threaten
Lithuania into staying out of Eurozone.
Economically, although Lithuania’s move may not be beneficial in the short-term
due to the Eurozone crisis, its inclusion will open up new markets for its exports of
dairy and other goods in Europe, especially in light of the fact that its exports to
Russia have decreased recently. Lithuania would also be able to borrow money at
favourable rates from the ECB and could avail itself of a Eurozone bailout fund in a
crisis.
Although, this situation may prompt Russia to conduct covert military procedures
vis-à-vis Ukraine, a civil war is unlikely as only 6% of Lithuanians are ethnic
Russians. However, increasing isolation in Europe may bring Russia closer to China
which may even develop into a long-term strategic partnership. Such an alliance can
have adverse impacts on the Western countries’ interests in Middle-East and Central
Asia.

Topic: Indian diaspora.
Q) “There is no logic to the way in which the Indian government grants Persons of Indian
Origin (PIO) cards to citizens of certain countries and not to others.” Critically examine
why the latest move by the government is viewed as discriminatory. (200 Words)

Frontline
Ans:
Globalization led to "hybrid citizens". Many countries allowed double citizenship to
reduce "conflict of loyalty" with regards to nationalism and this also to provide a
sense of freedom to the individuals. but "article 9" of our constitution does not allow
such double citizenship.
Hence the parliament of India recognized special categories of people like NRIs,
PIOs and OCIs. This identity provides our diaspora a "special set of rights" that are
legally executed (except in case of agricultural land holding and political rights). But
due to "unique challenges that India faces", we extended special discretion while
granting such identity.
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Our neighbourhood is largely excluded from the list in this regard against the
principle of " doctrine of Guzral". This is to protect security fabric of our nation.
Our neighbourhood is "not a problem free zone". Terrorism, counterfeiting of
money, civilian conflicts, narcotic triangles are not uncommon here.
We have high tensions with a few countries like Pakistan. Frequent violations of
ceasefire are not uncommon here.
Refugee problem are already creating problems in north east. Infiltration of terror
elements through porous borders is also common here. As "we cannot risk on our
security issues" we cannot grant them an "open entry policy".
Instead we actually provided "open door policy" by granting discretionary powers to
our gate keepers . as this policy is intended to keep our nation secure we should not
criticize this policy.

Topic: Salient features of the Representation of People’s Act
8) Critically analyze the amendments made to the Representation of the People Act in
recent years and their significance to India’s polity. (200 Words)

Main Article:http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/voting-fromabroad/article6790344.ece
The Constitution of India deals in principle with election of members of Parliament
and Legislatures, allocation of seats, delimitation, and preparation electoral rolls etc.
through “The Representation of the People Act” which was enacted in 1950 and
amended rigorously through the years.
In recent years two major amendments have been passed by the parliament to
amend PR Act 1951. Three major points of contention has been addressed through
these two amendments.
a) Amendments on 20A, 2010
Provisions:It enables a person out of the country for a citizen for education and
employment to be enrolled in the constituency which is mentioned as his place of
residence in passport. This works like a charm for NRIs who are residing away from
the country and wants to exercise his voting rights in India.
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Problems:The section 20A of the bill requires the NRIs to be physically present in
their respective constituency at the time of elections which defeats the intention
itself.
Government has taken a stance to implement Supreme Court and Election
Commissions recommendation to NRIs to vote through postal ballots. [The Hindu]
Now the government has taken steps to allow equal voting rights to NRI voters
which will have a significant impact hereon.
The argument of how are NRI’s going analyze the ground realities of their
constituencies and cast their choice has been shattered and this aptly provides
measures to bridge the practical concerns and not just make this act a goodwill
gesture towards Indian diaspora abroad.
b) Amendment of 2013, Disqualification of convicted
Provisions:It focuses on two key aspects i.e. disqualification and nomination in the
election. The Amendment inserted to the Subsection (2) to the Section 62 deals with
detention of a person and eligibility. According to this clause a person does not cease
to be voter whereby he is in detention.
Implications:And his/her rights will be suspended temporarily but he can contest
he election.The person though in detention cannot vote it does not take away his
right to contest election.
Other Notable Amendments are:
1966: Abolition of election Tribunals and leading to all appeal to go to High Court.
2008: Inserted section 126A which deals with exit polls leading to banning of them
till all phases of polls are completed as they were influencing polls.
ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Representation of Peoples Act 1950 (RPA Act 1950)
Qualification of voters
Preparation of electoral rolls
Delimitation of constituencies
Allocation of seats in the Parliament and state legislatures
RPA Act 1951
Actual conduct of elections
Administrative machinery for conducting elections
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Poll
Election offences
Election disputes
By-elections
Registration of political parties
Very Important:
2013 SC Ruling:
Supreme Court struck down Section 8(4) of the Representation of People’s Act
calling it ultra viresof the Constitution. Section 8(4) had provisions for convicted
lawmakers to hold on to their seats provided they filed an appeal within three
months of their conviction.
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